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JAIL REPLACEMENT PROJECT WORK GROUP:
RECOMMENDATIONS AND STRATEGIES
When the San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted in December 2015 not to build a new jail to replace
850 Bryant, the "Workgroup to Re-envision the Jail Replacement Project" was initiated. This workgroup
brought together City and County department representatives, formerly imprisoned people, health and
mental health workers, racial justice researchers, and others with background and experience related to

jailing in San Francisco. After studying trends in jailing in San Francisco, the workgroup considered
number of policy proposals, capital investments, and budget allocations which could result in a
reduction in the imprisoned population.

a

The jail at 850 Bryant is decrepit and seismically unfit and must be closed immediately

to avoid a
catastrophic disaster for imprisoned people and staff in the building. Additionally, City Administrator
Naomi Kelly has publicly stated that the jail at 850 Eryant should be closed by 2019. The JRP workgroup
also has until 2020 to significantly reduce the jail population before the Sheriff pushes the city again
towards jail construction. This creates an urgency for the City and County of San Francisco to reduce the
jail population, however we have seen little momentum or investment on this issue.
Below are several proposals reviewed by the Jail Replacement Proiect work group with suggestions for

implementation by the No New SF Jail coalition. Additionally we have provided a recommendation for
Transformative Justice Center that can work to address harm and accountability without reliance on
jailing.
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COOPERATIVE HOUSING: 73% APPROVED BY JRP WORKGROUp
Expansion of cooperative housing programs for those exiting custody or residential treatment programs
can be a very cost effective way to not only reduce the number of people in jail, but also homelessness
in our city.

Currently Conard House, Progress foundation and Baker Places operate coop housing. These programs
charge varying rent, from 30% of income at Baker Places, to varying fees depending on the house and
room available at Progress, but are affordable for persons on SSI or even GeneralAssistance. These
programs require that the residents be engaged in at least 20 hours of productive
activity in the
community, which can include education and vocational training programs. All of these programs
are
sober living environments (SLE's). ln addition there are a number of SLE'S in San Francisco
that are run

by various private entities, but these facilities charge higher rent fees, and are aimed

to meet the needs

of persons who have re-entered the work force.
We propose that the city move to open more cooperative housing programs, and that harm reduction
principles be applied to at least 50% ofthe homes, as currently only SLE'S exist. Homes should also be
created that specifically cater to the needs for safety of cis women, trans women, trans men and queer
people. Homes should also be created that provide for the cultural and linguistic specific needs of at
minimum the Chinese and Latino community. Older adults and transitional aged youth are also
increasingly represented among the homeless in SF, and have very specific psychosocial and heath

a

needs, which need also be addressed by specific housing. Need for other culturally relevant or service

specific need homes should continuously be re-evaluated. ln order to fulfill the needs of specific
populations, BHS should seek to offer contracts to other organizations outside of the current providers
who can best serve these populations. This housing should not have time limits to stay, but it should be

the goal of those administering the programs to support persons through their self-directed recovery
and transition to independent housing in the community.
Currently as mentioned above, there are three city behavioral health service (BHS) contractors who run
cooperatives. The benefit of this is that we already have models of this type of housing in existence in
San Francisco. However, all of these programs are SLE'S. ln Vancouver, Toronto Rain City Housing has

already been providing harm reduction housing programs for some time, and we would encourage BHS
to utilize their model. Rain City Housing makes their curriculum available to any entity who requests

their support. We would add to this proposal that persons who are homeless in the community and are
seeking outpatient treatment should get priority for the coops, and this time counts toward any
requirements for productive activity in the community. As is well known, when one is homeless it is
extremely difficult to make appointments and maintain a structure that will allow for one to participate
consistently in outpatient treatment or any other program that will support one to get back on their
feet. Providing coop housing will allow for the city to provide a greater array of services that meet
people where they are at, and what will work best for them.
We propose that the city look to utilize properties that come in their possession, for example when
someone does not pay property taxes, or when the deceased owner has no heirs. The city should also
increase funding for agencies to master lease houses to create coops. This not only is a cost effectlve
way of acquiring property, it also helps to integrate our neighborhoods, and puts persons that are in
recovery into neighborhoods that are safe; not continuously cycling people back in to the Tenderloin or
other areas that they are trying to get away from. lt also serves to appropriate land for those most in
need in our city. Coops provide a simpler solution to get some people off the street, however they will
not come close to solving the housing needs of the poor in SF. We continue to demand that the city

work on larger projects to house homeless people in San Francisco.
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BRING MUTTIPTE CO-TOCATED SERVICES INTO NEIGHBORHOODS VIA COMMUNITY BASED
CENTERS:50% APPROVED BY JRP WORKGROUP
workgroup a number of recommendations were proposed that involve expansion of services
to reach persons that are justice system involved and those at risk, and many that were approved
overlap. All of these services would need to operate out of service agencies, and the needs of
individuals would best be met in community based organizations in their neighborhoods, rather than
through the probation department. This is evidenced by the fact that since its opening, the Community
ln the

JRP

Assessment Services Center (CASC) has been consistently underutilized. ln addition community based
clinics already are established in some high needs neighborhoods, such as Bayview Hunter's point

Foundation or lnstituto Familiar de la Raza. The city should provide the needed technical support,
resources and funding to expand the services provided by these centers.
We also point to the findings of the behavioral health services audit released in April 2018. The audit
found that referrals to lntensive Case Management programs (lCM) exceeded the available openings by
a margin of 2to 1,, with program wait lists ranging from 2 to 10 months. Clinicians are under pressure to

transition client's to a lower level of care to create openings for others in need of lCM, but the audit
found that of those discharged to a lower level of care, only !6% engaged in outpatient services within
the first 4 months, and at a year only 10% remain engaged in care. This indicates that there are actually
a large number of consumers for whom ICM is the only indicated level of care. The audit also found,

that 38% of persons discharged from Psychiatric Emergency Services (PES) are discharged without either
a referral or linkage to care, and 35% of persons are discharged with a referral but no linkage. This is the
vast majority of patients seen, and there must be a correlation between lack of linkage to care and
recidivism that costs San Francisco millions in monetary and human costs every year. Community based
centers with robust community outreach components can dramatically increase the rates of linkage to
care and decrease recidivism, saving our community immeasurable costs.
1. Embed wrap around services in the community. 85% JRP approval
Since its opening the CASC has been under-utilized. lndividuals are better served by community

organizations in their neighborhoods run by persons they trust rather than by the probation
department. They are also more easily accessed if they are located near to where one lives.
Community based centers could provide wrap around services, and receive direct referrals from
probation, the courts, and jail re-entry services. The centers can also serve anyone who voluntarily
seeks services, and also work with families who have a loved one who needs to be linked to care.
2. create more small, community based residential behavioral health treatment centers. gZ%
)Rp

approval
ln San Francisco, we offer more residential behavioral health and substance use
treatment options
than most counties, however we do not currently offer sufficient treatment to meet
the demand.
while this proposal called for the expansion of residential treatment, we can increase
the number of
people the city serves, and accommodate diverse life needs
by utilizing an intensive outpatient

treatment model. Persons who are in jail but have housing, or have a family member they could live
with can more quickly be accommodated by outpatient programs, rather than waiting for placement
at dual diagnosis programs or HR350. Evening/night clinic hours can be offered so that persons with
jobs, or who find work can take advantage of employment opportunities and still attend treatment.
Henry Ohloff, a private pay outpatient program is one example in San Francisco that offers evening
intensive outpatient treatment. lt also offers an option to those who do not feel comfortable in
residentialsettings, or do not want to go to residentlaltreatment but do so because they are forced
to by the court.
These programs can be tailored to meet the needs of those who are not mandated to attend, and

those that are by for instance requiring attendance daily, more frequent utox screens, or directly
observed therapy (DOT) of medication. While there are some persons who will definitely be best
served by dual diagnosis residential treatment, we believe that many persons that are in the jail and
do not necessarily meet the Serious Mental lllness (SMl) criteria can instead be served by intensive

outpatient treatment, particularly those whose cases fall within any of the collaborative courts,
other than BHC (behavioral health court). ln addition there are many individuals in the jail that are
identified by jail health services as having mental illness, and needing medication who are likely not
getting routine care, probably in large part due to homelessness, these individuals can leave jail
lin ked

to care.

3. Expand the work of the Homeless Outreach Team (HOT) and case managers to provide wrap around

services.62%

work more effectively if they were co-located in each of the neighborhood centers. The
team could provide direct linkage to case managers and treatment at the centers, and could
coordinate joint street outreach with the person who would be the long term case manager at the
center to build rapport with clients toward getting them engaged in services. Currently ICM
HOT could

programs do not get reimbursed for case manager time to do outreach and engagement.

4. lncrease the number of behavioral health and mental health professionals outside the criminal
iustice system on the streets. 58% JRP approval
We propose that the street based mental health workers/clin icia ns be based out of the
neighborhood community clinics, and clients that are engaged on the streets be served at the
community clinic their clinician is based at. The clinicians can work in collaboration with the HOT
team to outreach to persons that have been identified in need of mental health services. The worker
should spend a percentage of time doing street outreach, and street based care; and hold consistent
office hours so that their client's can know when and where to find them. These clinicians can also
outreach to persons at PES in order to provide the linkage many of these individuals need to care.
long
Outreach teams that consist of clinicians who will actually be the persons to serve the individual
you to
term, rather than developing a relationship with a street outreach worker who will then link
lf appropriate
someone else, is a novel approach to how most street outreach currently operates.

the clinicians can also engage in mental health care on the spot, and conduct crisis interventions if
needed on the street.
Currently ICM programs are not reimbursed for street outreach to engage individuals in services,
only after someone has formally signed up for services can community outreach be conducted for an
individual. Full Service Partnership programs can billfor outreach to engage a person in services, but
only for those that have been referred to their programs.
5. Reinvest in community based organizations that hold local knowledge but face limited resources,
85% JRP approval
The overwhelming ma.iority of representatives on the JRP workgroup voted for investment in

community based organizations that can most effectively respond to the needs of San Francisco's
residents and workers. Many San Francisco agencies are reliant on city and county resources as well
funding in order to meet a broad range of community needs. Each year, there is a struggle
for these public investments as they are not guaranteed, and often we are faced with reduction in
community organization budgets. Currently, Capital Planning Committee proposes millions of dollars
for jail construction if the population cannot be significantly reduced. This would undoubtedly come
as outside

with additional operational costs. Currently the City is maintaining the status quo rather than
proactively taking action. The coalition proposes that those budgetary amounts be invested upfront
in community resources to avoid failure in our attempts to reduce the jail population.
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TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE CONFLICT MEDIATION CENTER
This is a proposal for the construction of a Transformative Justice Conflict Mediation Center or centers located
in either the Tenderloin district (11.8% of imprisoned population), the Bayview district 11.5% (of imprisoned
population), or both. The reason for this placement is because people who live in these neighborhoods are
belng disproportionately targeted with incarceration. With the creation and funding of a Transformative
Justice Conflict Mediation Center, San Francisco could reduce rates of imprisonment and policing, as well as

the associated budgets of these departments, while simultaneously meetinB community needs for addressing
harm and accou nta bility.
According to the Bay Area Transformative Justice Collective, "Transformative Justice and Community
Accountability" are responses to violence which:

.
.
.
.

Do not create more harm/violence (e.9. prisons, the police, the criminal legal system) and that do not

perpetuate systemic violence (e.g. oppression, harmfulsocietal norms, vigilantism, crimina lization ).
Work to meet immediate needs for justice (e.g. safety, healing, connection, accountability); while also
working towards a long-term vision of liberation (e.g. a world without prisons and oppression where
sexua I violence doesn't exist.)
Work to address current incidences of violence in ways that will shift the conditions that allowed that
violence to happen, in ways that prevent future incidences of violence and ultimately end violence.
Understand that individual acts of harm do not only have individual impact, but also have collective
impact and therefore need to be solved collectively.

The TJ center will work to address:

o
o
o
.

Conflict between people where the police and the criminal legal system would otherwise be used. For
example - physical, sexual or emotional assault, burglary and robbery, murder, threats, extortion,
ch ild endangerment, kid napping.
Conflict between people or criminalization by state regarding substances. Ex. drug possession or sales.
Conflict between people and institutions. For example - vandalism, burglary, disobeying court orders,
disturbing the peace, disorderly conduct, etc.
Conflict between housed people and houseless people where the issue is not the result of harm but
the result of houseless people's presence or engagement in their basic life sustaining activities.

The TJ center will not address:

o
o

Conflict between people where key people involved in a conflict do not wish to be held accountable
for their actions.
police officers seeking to address conflict. Police officers and other law enforcement will be strictly
forbidden from entering the Transformative Justice Conflict Mediation Center under any
circu mstances.

The TJ center will work bY:

.

and life
Being staffed by people of different racial, classed, gendered, age, ability identities
policing and imprisonment, who are skilled
experiences, with a centering of those most impacted by

o

facilitators grounded in principles of transformative .iustice and collective liberation. The center is
available to train those who don't already have these skills and wish to work at the center.
Staff will include those focused on public education and skilled in community organizing and antioppressive facilitation, staff with deep knowledge and experience supporting people in accessing
housing, mental health and substance use services to provide initial assessments, many staff with the
ability to be a buddy for those who do not have one including those who feel comfort being a buddy

.

o

for people who have caused harm or who have been harmed, staff with the ability to hold
transformative justice circles meaning staff with deep understandings of oppression, power, trauma
and collective liberation.
To access support at the Transformative Justice Conflict Mediation center you can self-refer by calling
the front desk to schedule an appointment for an assessment, you can be referred by a social worker
or community member or police officer (as long as the police officer does not enter the building), you
can be referred by a judge. lf the conflict is an emergency you can call the center and access referral to
immediate shelter until an assessment appointment is available.
The city of San Francisco will fund or find funding for this center, without political compromise, out of
its commitment to end its racist, classist and violent practice of policing and imprisonment.

The TJ center will offer to the general public:

.
.
.

Politicaleducation on the violence of policing, imprisonment and the criminal legal system.
Political education on the uses and principles of transformative justice.
Anti-oppressionworkshops.

The TJ center will center the principles of:

o

.

'

Collective liberation in conjunction with individual mediation. Meaning that the goal of the resolution
is not only to mediate the conflict that occurred but to do so in a way that makes it more possible for
liberatory struggle to grow. This principle also understands that harm between two people also
impacts people's communities. An example: the outcome of a transformative justice process will never
result in a person who committed harm to endure slavery or imprisonment because slavery and

imprisonment harm collective liberatron.
The root causes of violence must be addressed through the process. Meaning that if a conflict occurs
between a housed person and an unhoused person - work must be put in to support the unhoused
person in accessing housing to engage with the process. Politlcal education must happen for the
housed person to understand why an unhoused person might behave differently than a housed person
as a result of the physical, emotional and spiritual stress endured by being unhoused.
A commitment to both immediate safety and long-term healing. Meaning that it is not enough to only
resolve a conflict in a way that provides immediate relief (sending a person away, short-term remedies,
etc.) but also involves a commitment and plan to ensure that harm never happens again and that
hea ling is accessible.

The TJ center will work to address direct conflict by:

o

Ensuring that each person involved in a transformative justice mediation has a buddy
to support them
through the process. This is a person that a participant has already built trust with. lf
no such person
exists, a buddy will be provided through the TJ center.

o
.

o

lnvolve an assessment of each person involved in the process to address if people's basic needs are
being met. lf they are not, the process is paused and the people are supported in getting their basic
needs met (housing, food, water, access to medications, etc.).
Holding circles facilitated by a facilitator provided through the TJ center. Circles are comprised of the
people involved in a conflict, people In those people's communities (which could include neighbors,
coworkers, friends, family or other intimate networks), and each person's buddy. The requirement to
be involved in a circle is a commitment to hold the people involved accountable to their part in the
conflict, their commitment to end harm and any required outcomes of the process.
Circles are scheduled to ensure that the majority of people can be present. Stipends are offered for
people who have to lose wages as a result of a process.

Conflict resolutions will be based on the specific conditions of the conflict but may include:

.

Apologies, demonstration of understanding of the harm that took place and commitment, with a plan
and benchmarks, to not engage in harmful behaviors again.

o
.
o
.

Politicaleducation.
Emotional support, therapy, and other mental health care.
Labor for work related to collective liberation and the conflict at hand.
Excha nge

of resources.

The TJ center will work to address conflict between people and the state relating to drugs by:

o

Referring participants to drug treatment including abstinence only programs and harm reduction
programs.

.
.

Referring participants to employment opportunities.
Providing politica I education.

The TJ center will work to address conflict between people and institutions by:

.
o
o
.
.

Referring participants to drug treatment and/or mental health treatment programs.
Referring participants to employment opportunities.
Providing political education.
Working to provide a commitment that a person will stop their behavior'
lf direct harm happened to another person in addition to the institution see direct harm guidelines.

The TJ center will work to address conflict between housed people and the presence

.

o
o

of unhoused people by:

Ensuring housing for unhoused people, if possible. lf not possible, part of the conflict resolution may
people,
include the housed person lobbying the city of San Francisco to increase housing for houseless
paying or fundraising for an unhoused person's housing, allowing the housed person to sleep in a tent

or other structure on the housed person's property, etc.
Providing political education to housed people
lf a housed person has called the police on unhoused people see direct harm guidelines.

